Minor Variation Trio Bio
Based in Sydney and entertaining Australia & beyond, Minor Variation Trio is in
demand throughout Australia and abroad. Minor Variation is capable of making your
venue or function an unforgettable experience.
Setting their standard at an international level, the duo line-up of Minor Variation
have entertained throughout the South Pacific Islands, aboard the M/S Norwegian
Star and the trio’s Asian debut saw them contracted to The Peninsular Excelsior
Hotel in Singapore. Since Christmas of 2005, Minor Variation has travelled annually
to Hong Kong performing for the guests of the prestigious Pacific Club.
For the past 15 years, band Leader - Liam French has held residencies and regular
performances at every major 5 star hotel on the Gold Coast including: Palazzo
Versace, The Marriott Hotel, The Sofitel, GC International, Sheraton Mirage Resort
and The Radisson Resort. A list of corporate clients including Mercedes-Benz
Australia, Allianz Insurance, Conrad Jupiter’s Casino, CPA Australia also request him
and his other entertainment line-ups personally for their events. Liam also held a 2year residency at Brisbane’s Treasury Casino as part of the first “Duelling Pianos” act
in Australia.
Jane on vocals brings an upfront effervescence that can only be achieved from her
many years of experience as a performer. Studying singing, guitar & piano from a
young age, Jane has developed a wide genre of repertoire that is sure to connect
with any audience.
Toby Carroll has been living and breathing music his entire life. He began learning
the violin at the age of four and more recently completing a bachelor of music
majoring in performance. As the multi-instrumentalist in the trio, his diverse skills
extend to saxophone, guitar and voice and gives Minor Variation versatility not
usually offered by a 3-piece.
Weddings are a speciality for this entertainment dynamo. With countless
ceremonies and receptions under their proverbial belt, Minor Variation’s routine
involves meeting with the happy couple before the wedding in order to customise
their repertoire and ensuring nothing is left to chance. Minor Variation always
delivers the ideal soundtrack for the perfect day.
Playing the standards of the 50's & 60's, the classics of the 70's & 80's right through
to the dance hits of the 90's & today, Minor Variation’s expansive repertoire can
cater to just about any audience.
If you’re looking for an exceptionally versatile act, congratulations, you’ve found
them.
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